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37 Days of Swimming Bring the Arts Full Circle at the Taos Youth and Family Center 

When artist Alexia Mellor returned to Taos for the summer she approached Brian Greer at the 
Taos Youth and Family Center about her intent to swim for 37 consecutive days.  

“And this has what to do with Taos and Art?”  one may ask? 

Brian had the foresight to see the connection as Alexia explained her vision for the project,  
which was influenced by her love of swimming and a lost childhood dream of becoming an 
Olympic swimmer...  using art (performance art ) as a means of looking at health issues and 
taking art outside the  traditional concept of the gallery. Brian also saw from a coach’s 
perspective the importance of not giving up on your dreams. That a champion is one who keeps 
pushing through …. as in 20+ years later Alexia is doing it her way! With Brian’s support and 
that of the staff at the Youth and Family Center the project consists of a daily swim, daily 
documentation through photographs, a blog including daily journaling of the physical and mental 
process Alexia endures as she works like an Olympic athlete under the watchful eye of Taylor 
Jaramillo the Masters and High School Swim teams coach and who herself made it to the 
Olympic trials. All of which proves that a major component of a project like this is the support 
and collaboration of the involved communities. 

The project is more than a journey of daily swimming, according to Alexia:  

“The control and shaping of women's bodies has been seen across cultures and across time. Little 
attention is paid to the female body as a powerful, athletic machine, but rather she is often 
objectified and held to certain cultural standards of beauty. Women are taught these standards as 
little girls and carry them through adulthood. 
 
For this durational performance project, Carving the Road to London, I address the carving of 
women's bodies by attempting to recapture my lost childhood dream of becoming an Olympic 
swimmer. 

The title references Eleanor Antin's 1972 Carving piece and my own “journey” towards the 2012 
Olympic games to be held in London next summer.  I am undergoing 37 days of following an 
Olympic swimmer's training routine. Documentation consists of: noting physical changes of my 
body through a series of photographs in the same format of Antin's piece that documented the 
artist undergoing a self-imposed diet and creating a data visualization of every workout.  

These will be paired with documentation of the emotional and mental struggles and 
achievements experienced during the course of the project. The final project will be displayed as 



an installation containing the photographs and other documentation of the process. The 
installation is influenced by Agnes Martin’s grid and minimalism in contemporary art.” 

Going full circle with the arts:  

Alexia really began her professional art career while living in Taos and being mentored by such 
notables as Ray Vinella, Gary Cook and the mentorship of the Taos Institute of Arts, along with 
ongoing support of the taos gallery and  taos art experiences.  

“Although I left Taos to go to Boston to pursue an MFA in Fine Arts at the Museum 
School/Tufts University, I continually return to Taos. It is a great place to form ideas and serves 
me in some respects like a residency. Needless to say I was thrilled to receive the support that I 
have for this project. Not only does it present me with the opportunity to take art out of the 
gallery and into a place that some may not associate with art – in this case the swimming pool, 
but it also brings me full circle in some respects as my work is influenced by Taos' artist Agnes 
Martin.  As my project is inspired by Eleanor Antin and Agnes Martin - both women in process 
based arts - imagine my excitement to hear about the Town of Taos’ 2012 marketing efforts to 
celebrate remarkable women and what they have done for the arts and for this community. My 
timing could not have been better!”  

As artists are major advocates and ambassadors for Taos, Alexia is another example of the 
quality, potential and caliber of so many of our artists here who do not necessarily get the 
recognition they deserve in their own community but who have recognition in other places 
nationally and internationally. They play a major role in putting Taos on the map. For example 
Alexia’s work has either been performed or shown in places such as: Boston, New York, 
Minneapolis, Providence Rhode Island, Lake Forest Illinois,  Miami , U.S. Embassy in 
Venezuela, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, S. Korea, Australia, Sweden and Portugal and more 
recently visited Berlin.  

In the Fall of 2010 she participated in UNM’s Land Arts of the American West and in September  
will participate in the prestigious Inter Society for Electronic Arts (ISEA) in Istanbul where she 
is presenting a paper and chairing a panel of artists and scholars.( ISEA will be in Albuquerque , 
Santa Fe and Taos in 2012).   While in Istanbul Alexia will also be creating a series of events 
focused around performative and new media art titled MIND THE GAP. The events are meant to 
expand the dialogue begun with the panel to explore what emerging artists are doing and what 
conversations they are having about their work. 

Community members are welcome to witness Alexia swimming at the Youth and family Center 
Pool Monday through Friday 7-9 am and Saturday and Sunday 11am-1pm. 

Or visit http://alexiamellor.com/portfolio/projects/carving-‐the-‐road-‐to-‐london	  

For more information on Alexia’s work visit   alexiamellor.com 



 


